
As I write this note, the measures to 
tackle the COVID-19 pandemic is get-
ting stronger around the world. With in-
creased travel restrictions and closures 
of facilities that have until now been tak-
en for granted by the community, many 
people would not have experienced such 
a situation in their life time. Maybe it is 
a one-in-a-hundred-years occurrence. 
However, the silver lining as we come out 
of this pandemic will be the positive so-
cial awareness that will become part of 
our society and also, hopefully, minimize 
impact of other routine viral infections, 
including flus and colds. Very effective 
messaging has become part of our soci-
ety in terms of hygiene, personal exclu-
sion and covering up when we cough or 
sneeze.

I am hoping that over the next decade 
we will be able to witness a similar social 
messaging become a part of India in the 
prevention of avoidable blindness. Just 
a simple pair of glasses that will help a 
proportion of school children study and 
graduate, adults to continue working and 
be productive, and minimize accidents 
with people having better sight.

Message from the CEO 
We continued with our education and 
awareness raising activities, including a 
well-attended awareness walk at IIT- Ma-
dras, as also a national level quiz and re-

search rolling trophy currently underway. 

With the advisories from the Central 
and state governments and WHO, we 
have put a stop to all our screening 
camps. Our hope is for the crisis to 
pass over quickly and for all people to 
be safe, particularly the elderly and 
people with weak immune systems.

 -Vinod Daniel

In these last couple of months, IVI has 
continued to undertake vision screen-
ing projects in a number of locations 
across India. One of them has been 
partnering in the ‘See Now’ campaign 
of the Fred Hollows Foundation with 
Essilor’s social impact fund Vision for 
Life. Amitabh Bachchan is lending his 
star appeal as Ambassador for the 
campaign. IVI’s optometrists’ teams 
camped in Mathura, Etawah, Main-
puri, Firozabad, Moradabad, Amro-
ha, Sambhal, Aligarh and Lucknow 
districts of Uttar Pradesh and have 
screened over 30,000 children. Some 
1,076 diagnosed with refractive error 
will be provided glasses. The sheer 
lack of trained optometrists on the 
ground in these districts meant many 
of them had their eyes tested for the 
very first time, and in the process, will 
be able to complete their studies and 
live a productive life. The challenge 
for Optometry is to have a strategy to 
deal with this human resource need, 
both short and long term, so that 
every Indian can have access to a pair 
of glasses.

Workshop on Optical Dispensing, 
Coimbatore

and IVI’s Nandhini V. There was also an 
interactive session  where students were 
taught PD measurements and layout 
charts.

A Certificate of Participation was given to 
each student. OCI gave 5 CE points to the 
workshop.

IVI acknowledges the support of IIVM 
College of Optometry, Coimbatore for the 
venue and Essilor Vision Foundation for 

funding the program. 
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A one-day workshop on ‘Optical Dispens-
ing’, February 5, at Coimbatore’s IIVM 
College of Optometry drew 65 students 
as participants. It covered topics includ-
ing lens and frame materials, progres-

sive addition lenses and troubleshoot-
ing techniques. Facilitators included Ms. 
Ananthalakshmi, AGM, Education and 
Professional Services, Essilor India Private 
Limited, Ms Pamela Suresh, Principal, 
IIVM College, M Pavithra, Optometrist, 

Join IVI on Facebook

Subscribe to 

OPTDISTLIST,
 our bimonthly newsdigest for the 

latest in Optometry.

Email info@indiavisioninstitute.org 
for more details.
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Lecture to Optometry students 
at Etawah

50,000 children to benefit in SEENOW 
campaign’s second phase

Raising Awareness about Vision Care through 
‘Walk in the Dark’ at IIT-Madras

A one-hour session each for 3rd year 
students and interns of the Department 
of Optometry, Faculty of Paramedical 
Sciences, Uttar Pradesh University of 
Medical Sciences (UPUMS), Saifai, on 

‘Lens Manufacturing Techniques’ and 
‘Identifying an Unknown Lens and 
Extracting Clues from an Unknown 

Frame’, respectively, was conducted on 
January 27. The sessions were aimed to 
create an interest in Dispensing Optics 
among students. Being from UP, the 
students were also provided details of 
the SEENOW campaign in the state.

On January 5, IIT-Madras witnessed 
scores of visually impaired children lead 
the way in the IVI-organized ‘Walk in the 
Dark’ to raise awareness about vision 
health and refractive error.

The Walk was co-hosted by IIT-Madras’ 
BLINK initiative as part of their Shaastra 
2020 festival and included prominent 
Chennai citizens led by Minister for Tamil 
Official Language and Tamil Culture, K 
Pandiarajan, Australia’s Consul General 
in Chennai, Susan Grace, IVI CEO Vinod 
Daniel, Ma Foi Foundation Managing 

Visually impaired and blind children 
from St Louis Institute for the Deaf and 
Blind, Adyar, led blindfolded participants, 
showing the remarkable way they 
overcome their disability and challenge.  

Students from local Optometry colleges 
and institutes joined in the Walk.
Some 300 blind and visually challenged 
children, Optometry and IIT students and 
faculty, and prominent citizens took part 
in the Walk.

of the SEE NOW campaign launched on 
February 1 by campaign ambassador 
Amitabh Bachchan. The campaign will 
raise awareness about eye health and 
encourage people to get their vision 
screened.  

Since refractive error is the main cause 
of visual impairment in school-going 
children in rural India, the focused 
program will be particularly beneficial 
and effective. A pair of corrective 
spectacles following vision screenings to 
children with refractive issues will have a 

significant impact in their lives, especially 
helping them in their education and 
development. 

IVI is partnering in the second phase 
of the SEENOW campaign with vision 
screening programs in nine districts of 
Uttar Pradesh, which is set to benefit 
50,000 underprivileged school children. 
Children found to suffer from uncorrected 
refractive errors will be given free 
spectacles.

School screenings have been organized so 
far by IVI in Mathura, Etawah, Mainpuri, 
Firozabad, Moradabad, Amroha, 
Sambhal, Aligarh and Lucknow districts 
of UP. Already 32,000 underprivileged 
children have been screened in the 
districts. Glasses for those in need will be 
provided by Essilor’s Vision for Life.

IVI, together with The Fred Hollows 
Foundation, Essilor’s social impact fund 
Vision for Life and other partners, is part 

Trustee Latha Pandiarajan, and Anup 
Kumar, Director, Sales, The Ascott 
Limited. (Shaastra is one of the largest 

technical festivals in India completely 
run by students. It is an annual event and 
the January 2020 festival was its 20th 
edition.)
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Spectacles distribution at 
IIT-Madras

Medchal screening campaign

Vision screening of tribal 
school children at 

Tiruchirappalli

IVI Essilor Optometry Wizard 
2020 – 2nd round results

As part of the annual IIT-Madras technical 
festival Shaastra and under the auspices 
of its social campaign BLINK, IVI screened 
210 underprivileged daily wagers at 
the campus and 123 wagers diagnosed 
with refractive error were provided free 
spectacles.

IVI acknowledges the support of IIT-M 
Shaastra team for the venue and Essilor 

Vision Foundation for providing free 
spectacles.

In our tribal schools screening campaign, 
of around 1,000 tribal school children at 
Top Sengattupatti and Sembulichampatti, 

Thuraiyur Taluk in Tiruchirappalli district 
of Tamil Nadu, 169 children were found 
to have refractive errors. These children 
will shortly receive free spectacles. 

IVI acknowledges the support of Our 
Children’s Vision & Essilor Vision for Life for 

providing free spectacles.

A total of 3,000 underprivileged children 
were screened in government and 
government-aided schools at Medchal, 
Hyderabad. Some164 children diagnosed 
with refractive error were provided free 
spectacles. 

IVI acknowledges the support of Essilor 
Vision Foundation for providing free 

spectacles.

The IVI Essilor Optometry Wizard of 
the Year Quiz is being held in three 
rounds, comprising a web and phone-in 
component, followed by a final face-to-
face round. Finalists will be selected out 
of the qualifiers from the first two rounds 
of quiz.

The first web round was held on 7 and 
8 February, with 56 participants, from 
which 10 semifinalists qualified for the 
second round (phone-in round).

Four finalists have been selected from 
the second round on 2 March: Jogendra 
Rathor, Clinical Optometrist, Clear Vision 
Eye Hospital, Ahmedabad; Saravanan, 
Clinical Optometrist, Acchuta Eye Care, 
Erode; Vedalingam Ganesan, Clinical 
Optometrist, Aster DM Healthcare, 
Doha, Qatar; and Preetha Ramprasat, 
Associate Professor, Vasan Institute of 
Ophthalmology & Research, Chennai.

The date for the final round will be 
announced shortly.

IVI acknowledges the support of Essilor 
Vision Foundation for funding the program.

Sightsavers – campaigns in 
Karnataka and Tamil Nadu

Karnataka – BMTC
IVI continued with screening of bus 
drivers in Karnataka, thanks to the 
support of Sightsavers, and Shraddha Eye 
Care Trust, Bangalore. Some 3,125 drivers 

were screened at Dabaspet, Kengeri, 
Suryacity, Jigani, Chikkanagamangala and 
Gunjur in Karnataka districts. A total of 
1,298 diagnosed with refractive error will 
be provided free spectacles.

Salem - Truck Drivers
IVI screened the vision of 251 lorry 
drivers in Omalur and Karuppur at Salem; 
of these, 118 diagnosed with refractive 

error will receive free spectacles shortly.

As many as 1,969 drivers got their vision 
screened in Paramathi, Kondalampatty 
and Attur during December - 1,532 
diagnosed with refractive error received 
free spectacles on January 24.

IVI acknowledges the support of Sightsavers 
for funding both the above programs.

To DONATE ONLINE 
and for additional information,

please visit
 www.indiavisioninstitute.org

All donations shall qualify for deduc-
tionsu/s 80 G of the Income Tax Act 

1961.
India Vision Institute

https://www.indiavisioninstitute.org

Support IVI
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Dot glasses for vision screened Eye See & I Learn

Eye See & I Work

The remaining 330 individuals will 
receive glasses shortly from Essilor Vision 
Foundation.

IVI acknowledges the support of Dot Glasses 
and Essilor Vision Foundation for providing 

the spectacles.

In Chennai’s Neelangarai, 523 
underprivileged people were screened 
and of the 412 diagnosed with refractive 
errors, 82 were provided with Dot 
glasses (dot glass frames are 100% 
injection molded ABS plastic, robust, 

with one design and size - patented by 
MBtech, a joint venture of Mercedes 
Benz and AKKA Technologies).

IVI screened the vision of 30,045 under-
privileged children during August-Decem-
ber 2019 at 37 government and govern-
ment-aided schools in Greater Chennai 
and Kanchipuram districts. A total of 
4,529 children diagnosed with refractive 
error received free spectacles.

IVI acknowledges the support of Kannoli 
Kappitu Thitam (KKT) for providing free 

spectacles.

What people say about IVI 

screening camp at a time.”- Ahana Ravi, 
Business Intelligence Analyst, Europe 
Marketing| Essilor International

“I want to say my thanks to IVI and the 
SEENOW team for conducting eye check-
ups for our students. I am truly grateful 
for your service.”- Bijender Kumar, Head-
master, Upper Primary school, Rookan-
pur, Jaswant Nagar, Etawah, UP

“Delighted to be a part of the IVI-SEE-
NOW campaign for providing better vi-
sion to underprivileged kids. Thanks to IVI 
for giving us this opportunity to eradicate 
blindness.”- Neha Yadav, Optometry stu-
dent, Uttar Pradesh University of Medi-
cal Sciences

“I am very happy with the glasses given 
on the spot by IVI. I can now read the 
newspaper. I thank team IVI for conduct-
ing the vision screening program for lorry 
drivers.” - Senthil, lorry driver, Salem

We also acknowledge the Optometry 
students of SRM Medical College Hospital 

and Research Centre, Potheri for volunteering 
in the vision screening programs.

“I am delighted to take part in the Walk. I 
am aware of IVI’s commitment and work 
in community service and their programs 
in preventable blindness are praisewor-
thy.”- TN Minister for Tamil Official Lan-
guage and Tamil Culture K Pandiarajan, 
at IVI’s Walk in the Dark, IIT-Madras

“IVI’s awareness campaigns across In-
dia will go a long way in spreading the 
message of avoidable blindness and of 
the need for refractive screenings. I com-
mend the good work being done by IVI.” 
- Australia’s Consul General in Chennai, 
Susan Grace 

“Dealing with refractive errors is one of 
our current priorities and we are delight-
ed to partner with India Vision Institute in 
this phase to address this specific issue.”
– Nick Martin, Deputy CEO, Fred Hollows 
Foundation, on SEENOW campaign’s 
second phase

“ ‘All in a day’s work’ at IVI means equip-
ping over 600 disaster impacted Indians 
with free eye screening and spectacle 
lenses. Hats off to each and every team 
member at IVI for bringing India one step 
closer to eradication of poor vision, one 

A total of 250 underprivileged workers 
from Perumbakkam and Chemmenchery 
in Chennai got their vision screened, 
and 175 diagnosed with refractive error, 
received free spectacles.

Ahana Ravi, Business Intelligence Analyst, 
Europe Marketing| Essilor International, 
participated in the vision screening and  
spectacles distribution program.

Also  screened  were 2,472 underprivi-
leged daily wage workers from Perum-
bakkam, Palavakkam, Injambakkam, 
Urapakkam and Neelangarai in Chennai 
and Salem districts - of which 1,839 wa-
gers diagnosed with refractive errors will 
receive free spectacles shortly.

IVI acknowledges the support of Essilor 
Vision Foundation for providing free 

spectacles. 

We are looking for volunteers 
(Optometrists/Optometry students) 

who can support us in screening  
underprivileged children and adults 

in the community.
Email us at 

ivi@indiavisioninstitute.org
or call us on 

91-44-24515353

Volunteer for IVI



Upcoming Programs
Venue: Department of Optometry, Faculty 
of Paramedical Sciences, UPUMS, Saifai, 
Uttar Pradesh

Key Facilitators
•Ashutosh Tripathi, Manager, Varilux 
Agenda & Professional Services - North, 
Essilor India Pvt Ltd Mr.
•Aditya Tripathi, Faculty, Department of 
Optometry, Faculty of Paramedical Scienc-
es, UPUMS 
•Nandhini V, Program Officer, India Vision 
Institute, Chennai

For registrations, contact: Nandhini V, In-
dia Vision Institute+919597335641, or 
write to nandhini.ivi@gmail.com

IVI acknowledges the support of Essilor 
India Pvt. Ltd. in funding the program.

Current project supporters

INDIA VISION INSTITUTE
Plot No 212, Palkalai Nagar, 7th Link Road, Palavakkam, Chennai - 600041, Tamil Nadu, India.

+91 - 44 - 24515353
For enquiries write to  ivi@indiavisioninstitute.org or to know more visit
  www.indiavisioninstitute.org, www.facebook.com/indiavisioninstitute      

www.youtube.com/indiavisioninstitute, www.twitter.com/optometryindia

IVI Essilor Workshop on Optical 
Dispensing 2020

This one-day hands-on workshop on Op-
tical Dispensing is exclusively designed 
to benefit optometry practitioners, edu-
cators, 2nd, 3rd year and internship stu-
dents. The workshop will focus on basics 
of PAL, important lens and frame meas-
urement needed for everyday practice, 
troubleshooting techniques and steps 
needed to make the process of dispens-
ing quicker and simpler.

When: The workshop will be held on a 
suitable date based on government’s 
public health advisories in light of the 
COVID-19 crisis.

Venue: Department of Optometry, ERA 
University, Lucknow

Key Facilitators
•Ashutosh Tripathi, Manager, Varilux 
Agenda & Professional Services - North, 
Essilor India Pvt Ltd
•Nandhini V, Program Officer, India Vision 

Institute, Chennai

For registrations, contact: Nandhini V - In-
dia Vision Institute Call: +919597335641, 
or write to nandhini.ivi@gmail.com

IVI acknowledges the support of Essilor 
India Pvt. Ltd. in funding the program.

IVI Essilor Workshop on ‘Optical Dis-
pensing – Advanced’

This Advanced One-day Workshop on Op-
tical Dispensing, in association with Es-
silor, will look at the evolution of Progres-
sive Addition Lenses. It aims to cover all 
key concepts about PAL, such as construc-
tion, selecting the right clients, important 
markings and points to remember while 
fitting and dispensing PALs, and trouble-
shooting customer issues.

When: The workshop will be held on a 
suitable date based on government’s 
public health advisories in light of the 
COVID-19 crisis.
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IVI Vision Screening Programs

No of programs
Children Community Total

565 281 846
Individuals screened 25,4406 65,946 3,20,352

Spectacles distributed  26,690 23,158 49,848

L&T Construction

IVI  invites interns, for six months 
to one year. Earn practical and field 

experience. 
Suitable stipend will be provided.

Email us at 
ivi@indiavisioninstitute.org

or call us on 
91-44-24515353

Intern with us


